
What is a good reader?  

Good readers will… 

Predict 

Ask questions 

Clarify 

Summarise 

Infer 

Make connections 

Evaluate 

Briefly describe what has been read 

Use clues to work something out 

Link what has been read to other 
books/real life 

Comment on what they liked/disliked 

Use what we know to say what we 
think will happen next 

Use these to deepen understanding 

Check to make detail clear 
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So what are we doing in 
school? 

• Using learning 
behaviours to 
support children 
in conversation. 
 

• Using reading 
strategies to 
support 
comprehension. 

Supporting and 
listening to one 

another 

Discuss and 
explain ideas 

Take 
responsibility 
for learning 



Destination reader 
bookmark 



The reading strategies are the 
same as what they are tested on 

at the end of year 6 

Predicting 
Children should use what they have read 
and what they know to make predictions 

on what may happen next. 

 

Example: “I think the theme of this book 
is going to be about friendship BECAUSE 
of the title of the book is Friend or Foe .   





BECAUSE 



Clarifying 
 

Checking what something may mean 
when they do not understand. Children 
could clarify using pictures in the book, 

reading over it again, a dictionary, a 
buddy, an adult, another book or the 

internet. 
 

Example: “I’m not sure what tripod 
means but I know that the word triangle 
means 3 sided so I think it has something 

to do with something that has 3 sides” 







Asking questions 
 

Children should ask questions 
about what they have read to 
deepen their understanding.  

 

Example: “Why does the poet 
repeat the same line at the 

beginning and the end of the 
poem?” 



 
 



 
 



Making connections 
 

Children should make connections 
with the text and themselves or the 

text and another text they have 
read.   

 

Example: “This reminds me of when 
I saw a film about space and the 
characters were floating in zero 

gravity as well.” 



 
 



 
 



Inferring 
 
 

Children should use clues from 
the book to find out something 

the author hasn’t told us. 
 

Example: “I think that the 
character is embarrassed of his 

friends as he can not look at 
them.”   







Summarising 
 

Children should be able to 
give a brief description of 

what they have read.  
 

Example: “This is a book 
about friendship and 

whether someone is your 
friend or your enemy.” 







Evaluating 
 

Children should comment on 
what they liked and disliked about 

the book. 
 
 

Example: “I like the ending to the 
story because it was not what I 
was expecting as I thought the 
character wasn’t going to die.” 



 





How can I support my 
child with their reading?  
• Use the Destination Reader stems when 

your child is reading (saved on the 
website)- this will encourage your child 
to talk about the their book more.  



How can I support my child 
with their reading?  

• Visit the library and use Bug Club 

 

 



How can I support my 
child with their reading?  
• Use Bugclub at home  



How can I support my 
child with their reading?  

• Talk to your child often. This 
will support their vocabulary 
development.  



How can I support my child 
with their reading?  

Have fun when reading!  


